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Readout module = CLIENT 

1. send configuration 
parameters to server 

2. request monitoring 
parameters from server 

3. tell the server when to send 
data 

4. put the data in the relative 
DataChannel through 
parallel threads

Sub-detector = SERVER 

1. receive configuration from 
client 

2. send monitoring parameter 
to client 

3. set a device parameter to 
“run” status and prepare 
itself for the data flux 

4. send the data to the client

“Slow” connection

“Fast” connection

only if the system goes in 
“RUN” mode,  

stops when “stopDC” mode

connections going from the 
same client to the same server

starts when “Configure” mode 
and uses > 1 thread to handle 

different simultaneous activities

Data flow - connection
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Readout module = CLIENT 

1. send configuration 
parameters to server 

2. request monitoring 
parameters from server 

3. tell the server when to send 
data 

4. put the data in the relative 
DataChannel through 
parallel threads

Sub-detector = SERVER 

1. receive configuration from 
client 

2. send monitoring parameter 
to client 

3. set a device parameter to 
“run” status and prepare 
itself for the data flux 

4. send the data to the client

“Slow” connection

“Fast” connection

only if the system goes in 
“RUN” mode,  

stops when “stopDC” mode

connections going from the 
same client to the same server

starts when “Configure” mode 
and uses > 1 thread to handle 

different simultaneous activities

Slow control - Slow connection

this is handled exclusively by the Slow connection, 
so it has no effect on the Fast connection for the data flow!
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Online monitoring - tools

GNAM 
need to add all the info from different detectors; 
possibility to check directly comparisons between different systems. 

Online Histograms (OH) 
some already implemented, with very basics parameters to check; 
for now, event size (for all the integrated modules) and time measurement and hit channels for BM. 

Information Service (IS) 
widely used so far to check detector-specific parameters during the run; 
each Readout Module can set the frequency of parameters updating. 

DataBase (DB) 
used to check some interesting parameters at the end of the run; 
for now only WaveDream readout module uses this tool. 

All this info can be used by shifters during data taking 
not to overload the DAQ shifters too much (from GSI experience); 
all detector expert should be “shifters” to check their own info.
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The Publish method

IS and DB make use of the Publish method: 
called in configure, unconfigure and prepareForRun states of the machine. 

Step by step procedure: 
1. DAQ should know from the very start the set of parameters for each Readout Modules; 

2. it sends a vector of parameters to the Readout Module; 

3. the Readout Module receives the vector and fill it with the values; 

4. it sends the filled vector back to the DAQ; 

5. DAQ propagates the values to the IS and/or DB.
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DAQ software: 
dedicated classes 
for all the modules

Detector software:  
to be implemented in 
the software interface 
between detector and 

DAQ

DAQ software:  
already done for WD 

module



From IS in the DAQ system
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The Publish method - IS example

(very) Old example: 

each Readout Module has its own 
monitoring part in the DAQ panel to be 
checked during the run; 

values are updated depending on the 
frequency of the parameters updating 
(we’ve chosen before the run, i.e. every 
10 seconds)
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From DB in the DAQ system
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The Publish method - DB example

Trigger board example: 

end of run information stored in DB; 

for each run (GSI: 2209-2212) we stored: 
run number, events read by DAQ, received trigger(bare), processed trigger 
(gated); 

useful to check that the numbers are the same 
they should be, but could happen that received triggers are greater than 
the processed.
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The Publish method - I
IS and DB make use of the Publish method: 

called in configure, unconfigure and prepareForRun states of the machine. 

Step by step procedure: 
1. DAQ should know from the very start the set of parameters for each Readout Module; 
2. it sends a vector of parameters to the Readout Module; 
3. the Readout Module receive the vector and fill it with the values; 
4. it sends the filled vector back to the DAQ; 
5. DAQ propagates the values to the IS and/or DB.

From ModuleWD integrated into DAQ software
called at the start of the 

configuration of all systems, 
at the start of the run and 

then every 10 seconds

vector of parameters 
sent to the remote 

module to be read and 
filled with values

SlowConnection is a common 
class which steers the connection 

used for all the DAQ-modules 
dialogues but the data flow.
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The Publish method - II
IS and DB make use of the Publish method: 

called in configure, unconfigure and prepareForRun states of the machine. 

Step by step procedure: 
1. DAQ should know from the very start the set of parameters for each Readout Modules; 
2. it sends a vector of parameters to the Readout Module; 
3. the Readout Module receives the vector and fill it with the values; 
4. it sends the filled vector back to the DAQ; 
5. DAQ propagates the values to the IS and/or DB.

From WaveDAQ-DAQ interface software

parameters vector sent 
by the DAQ system

server (WD system) fills the 
“results” vector filled with 

parameters values

server (WD system) sends 
the “results” vector back to 

the DAQ system
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The Publish method - III
IS and DB make use of the Publish method: 

called in configure, unconfigure and prepareForRun states of the machine. 

Step by step procedure: 
1. DAQ should know from the very start the set of parameters for each Readout Modules; 
2. it sends a vector of parameters to the Readout Module; 
3. the Readout Module receives the vector and fill it with the values; 
4. it sends the filled vector back to the DAQ; 
5. DAQ propagates the values to the IS and/or DB.

From ModuleWD integrated into DAQ software

function which writes the 
values into the IS system 

for each WD board

function which writes some 
specific trigger counters and 
parameters into the IS system

function which writes some 
parameters into the DB and 

which is called in StopDC state
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The Publish method - IV
Information to be provided: 

some info already implemented into DataChannel which is common for all the remote Readout 
Modules integrated in the DAQ system; 
others are more detectors-dependent and then need to be established before-hand with detector 
experts (such as the WD example in the previous slides).

From ModuleRemoteInfo.schema.xml into DAQ software
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From ModuleRemoteInfo.schema.xml into DAQ software
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The Publish method - IV
Information to be provided: 

some info already implemented into DataChannel which is common for all the remote Readout 
Modules integrated in the DAQ system; 
others are more detectors-dependent and then need to be established beforehand with detector 
experts (such as the WD example in the previous slides).
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Example of basics information in common DataChannel
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Status of DAQ integration

Sub-detector What we will use What we need to work 
on

From which 
institute

What we have 
now

Start Counter Wave Dream PC interface Roma+Pisa working system*

Beam Monitor TDC parameters for board 
configuration Milano+Roma TDC (V1190B)*

Vertex DE10 software for TCP connection 
(CPU) Frascati DE10

IT DE10 software for TCP connection 
(CPU) Frascati DE10

Micro Strips DE10 software for board 
connection (CPU + FPGA) Perugia DE10

DE/TOF Wave Dream PC interface Roma+Pisa working system*

Calorimeter ? strongly dependent on the 
type of chosen readout Torino -
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Online monitoring - old table
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Sub-
detector

Signal type (~ what’s inside the 
event) Event size (estimated) Info for online monitoring

Start 
Counter

Waveforms of all channels (8) [very same as the dE/
TOF, common readout] ~16 kB / event [all 8 channels together]

number of channels above threshold, 
signal integral value & signal peak vs 

trigger time (difference) for each channel

Beam 
Monitor

TDC time data for each channel (36) ~0.2 Kbyte/event number of hits

Vertex Hits zero suppressed for three consecutive frames. ~0.5 Kbyte/event Event size per sensor

IT Hits zero suppressed for three consecutive frames. ~4.0 Kbyte/event Event size per sensor

Micro Strips Raw data for each sensor: 1024 strips ID for each 
chip 1.5 kByte/event Increasing counter for each time a chip ID 

is received.

DE/TOF
Waveforrms for hit channels + 2 wfm per board 

(clock synchronisation channels). Some scaler read 
out, like Margarita trigger rates.

~0.8 kB x average occupancy (rebinning 
on the trailing edge)

Channel and trigger rates(coming 
together with data), channel current (to be 

read asynchronously from WDB, slow 
control like).

Calo Digitization of the channels above threshold 1.5kB x average occupancy
number of hit crystals, pattern of hit 

crystals,signal peak and integral values, 
time constants of the shape analysis
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Data flow - connection

Experiment

PC 
Readout Module 

det 1 det 2 det 3 … …

Wave
Dream SoC

for non-integrated sub-
detectors

CLIENT

SERVER

SOCKET

SOCKET

• Socket uses a TCP connection, 
which is defined by two 
endpoints (sockets); 

• all C++ Standard Template 
Library based; 

• provide reliable two-
way communication.

• Transmission Control Protocol/
Internet Protocol (TCP/IP): 

• requires little central 
management and makes 
networks reliable; 

• IP is compatible with all 
operating systems and with all 
types of computer hardware 
and networks.
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Reminder: from our CDR

from 

CDR

Numbers from GSI experience 
DAQ (trigger+BM+file structure):          530 B 
VTX:                                                          650 B 
SC+TOFW:                                                29 kB

30 kB
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Tools used in the project

SOCKETS 

• A way of speaking to other programs using standard file descriptors: 

➡make a call to the socket() system routine; 

➡after the socket() returns the socket descriptor, start communicate through it using the 
specialised send()/recv() socket API calls. 

• Socket uses a TCP connection, which is defined by two endpoints (sockets); 

• It is the socket pair (the 4-tuple consisting of the client IP address, client port number, server IP address and 
server port number) that specifies the two endpoints that uniquely identifies each TCP connection in an 
internet; 

• The purpose of ports is to differentiate multiple endpoints on a given network address. 

• Why using the socket: 

✓all C++ Standard Template Library based; 

✓provide reliable two-way communication; 

✓ immediate confirmation that what has been sent actually reached its destination; 

✓ensure that data are not lost or duplicated and that the order is the same from the sender to the receiver.
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Tools used in the project

CONNECTIONS 

• Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP): 

➡providing end-to-end communications that identify how it should be broken into packets, addressed, 
transmitted, routed and received at the destination. 

➡ It uses the client/server model of communication in which a user or machine (a client) is provided a 
service (like sending a message) by another computer (a server) in the network 

• Why using the TCP/IP: 

✓ requires little central management; 

✓designed to make networks reliable, with the ability to recover automatically from the failure of any 
device on the network; 

✓ IP is compatible with all operating systems and with all types of computer hardware and networks.
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Socket structure
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TCP/IP connection
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TCP/IP model layers 

• TCP/IP functionality is divided into four layers, each of which include specific protocols. 

1. The application layer provides applications with standardised data exchange. 

2. The transport layer is responsible for maintaining end-to-end communications across the 
network. TCP handles communications between hosts and provides flow control, multiplexing 
and reliability. 

3. The network layer, also called the internet layer, deals with packets and connects 
independent networks to transport the packets across network boundaries. 

4. The physical layer consists of protocols that operate only on a link - the network component 
that interconnects nodes or hosts in the network.
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Remote device package - (very) little documentation
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Functionalities of classes 
classes for memorisation of data 

circular   →   circular_buffer 
EventCircularBuffer    →    public circular_buffer 

low level classes to comunicate with FPGA 
FpgaIOBase   →   base class for low level actions on FPGA 
FpgaInterface   →   public FPGAIOBase   →   high level actions on FPGA 

generic classes for detectors 
DAQServerInterface   →   generic DAQ interface 
SOCServerInterface   →   public DAQServerInterface   →   interface for FPGA, uses FpgaInterface class 
SOCSimuServerInterface   →   public DAQServerInterface   →   data simulator for FPGA 

main Server class 
TDAQServerBase    →  uses DAQServerInterface to interact with connection and device to be read 
                                       can be used as base in derived class 
                                       two threads corresponding to two methods of the class 

generic classes for TCP connection 
tcp*   →   include all the functions to connect, listen and bind the sockets and to send, receive and read data 

MainTDAQServer    →  main code: instantiates TDAQServerBase and derived class from DAQServerInterface


